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UNIT OF MEASURE ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS REPORT
A ampere ms millisecond
A/m2 ampere per square meter ps microsecond
A/ps ampere per microsecond MV*A mega voltampere.
cm centimeter MW megawatttam
H henry a ohm
Hz hertz pet percent
kg kilogram rad radian
kHz kilohertz . rad/s radian per second
kV kilovolt s second
kV’A kilovolt ampere S siemen
kW*h kilowatt hour st ’ short ton ,
kW*h/st kilowatt hour per short ton V volt '
MHz megahèrtz V/m ' volt per meter
m meter . VAR volt-ampere reactive
m/s meter per second W watt
mm millimeter wt pet weight percent
LIST OF TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT
E electric field, V/m Q quadrature power (VAR)
I current, A R resistance, fi
J current density, A/m2 R(1,1) variable resistance
dependent on I and 1
1 length, cm
t time, s
L inductance, H .
$ phase angle, rad
P power, W ■ •
a conductance, S
pf power factor
u angular velocity, rad
W A VE F O R M  A N A L Y S IS  O F  E L E C T R IC  F U R N A C E  AR C S  A S  A  D IA G N O S T IC  T O O L
By Th omas L. Ochs,1 Alan D, Hartman,2 and Stephen L. Witkowski1
ABSTRACT
T h e  B u r e a u  o f  M i n e s  i s  i n v e s t i g a t i n g  t h e  f u n d a m e n t a l  b e h a v i o r  o f  e l e c ­
t r i c  a r c s  i n  e l e c t r i c  f u r n a c e  o p e r a t i o n s .  The e l e c t r i c  a r c  i s  a  p o o r l y  
u n d e r s t o o d  p h e n o m e n o n .  I f  t h e  a r c  i n  a  s t e e l m a k i n g  f u r n a c e  c a n  b e  m o re  
c a r e f u l l y  c o n t r o l l e d ,  i t  s h o u l d  b e  p o s s i b l e  t o  i n c r e a s e  h e a t  t r a n s f e r  t o  
t h e  m e l t ,  r e d u c i n g  b o t h  e l e c t r i c a l  a n d  a c o u s t i c a l  n o i s e .  As a  f i r s t  
s t e p  t o w a r d  a  b e t t e r  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  t h e  a r c ,  v o l t a g e  a n d  c u r r e n t  s i g ­
n a l s  f r o m  o p e r a t i n g  f u r n a c e s  w e r e  a n a l y z e d .  T h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  i n i t i a l  
a n a l y s i s  sh o w  t h a t  i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n  u s e d  i n  m o n i t o r i n g  a n d  c o n t r o l l i n g  
f u r n a c e s ,  s u c h  a s  m e t e r s  a n d  s t r i p - c h a r t  r e c o r d e r s ,  g i v e s  i n c o m p l e t e  o r  
e r r o n e o u s  i n f o r m a t i o n  t o  t h e  o p e r a t o r  a n d  t h e r e f o r e  l e a d s  t o  l e s s  t h a n  
o p t i m a l  c o n t r o l .  A d v a n c e d  I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n  a n d  a n a l y s i s  t e c h n i q u e s ,  s u c h  
a s  t h e  w a v e f o r m  a n a l y s i s  u s e d  i n  t h e s e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s ,  c a n  im p r o v e  t h e  
u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  o p e r a t i o n  a n d  t h e  c o n t r o l  o f  e l e c t r i c  f u r n a c e s .  T h i s  
r e p o r t  d e s c r i b e s  t h e  i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n  a n d  t h e  n u m e r i c a l  a n a l y s i s  m e t h o d s  
u s e d  a n d  c o m p a r e s  t h e s e  m e t h o d s  w i t h  s t a n d a r d  m e t e r i n g  a n d  r e c o r d i n g  
t e c h n i q u e s .
1Mechanical engineer.
^Chemical engineer.
Albany Research Center, Bureau of Mines, Albany, OR.
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INTRODUCTION
The Bureau of Mines, as a part of an 
ongoing program to improve operating ef­
ficiency and to reduce electrical and 
acoustical noise in electric arc furnace 
steelmakingjhas begun research to obtain 
a better understanding of the physics of 
the electric arc under steelmaklng condi­
tions. Noise and excessive energy con­
sumption are the results of less than op­
timal operation of electric arc furnaces, 
especially during meltdown. The electric 
arc behaves as an artificial lightning 
strike. Rapid changes in arc parameters 
such as arc length, electric potential, 
current, and arc geometry strongly in­
fluence the electrical and acoustical 
conditions of the furnace, the power sys­
tem, and the surrounding,environment.
Traditional methods of analyzing the. 
performance of the electric arc have 
not been good diagnostic predictors for 
process control. These Include meters, 
strip-chart recorders, and oscilloscopes. 
During the past .4.0 years, there has been 
a wealth of data generated using these 
traditional instruments. Modern process 
control relies on this root mean square 
(RMS)-based information and traditional 
interpretation of the data. The advent 
of new analytical approaches to the de­
scription of chaotic behavior, such as 
the concepts of dynamic stability and 
catastrophe theory, allow the problem to 
be viewed from a different perspective. 
Along with these analytical tools, there 
are new numerical algorithms for handling 
arrays rapidly and electronic systems for 
real-time data acquisition at sampling
rates in excess of 100 kHz,
Perturbations of the electric arc gen­
erate electrical noise through the power 
grid, causing light flicker and volt­
age spikes» Acoustical noise is also
generated during these perturbations. 
Erratic flaring of the arc, caused by the 
rapidly changing magnetic fields and 
convective forces, prevents optimum
energy transfer to the melt. In this in­
vestigation, waveforms were digitized at 
rates of 40,000 points per second to
100,000 points per second in order to
BACKGROUND investigate the fine structure that
occurs in the waveforms. These wave­
forms then were analyzed using a micro­
computer and numerical techniques.
At present, this project is using 
a combination of numerical and analyti­
cal mathematical techniques along with 
high-speed data acquisition to exam­
ine the electrical signatures of the 
electric arc while melting steel. 
Future work is planned for developing 
dynamic models of the arc system using 
the information obtained by this 
equipment.
The Bureau of Mines believes that a 
detailed study of the characteristic 
voltage and current waveforms obtained 
from the experimental and industrial 
steelmaklng heats will have predictive 
value in that the waveforms will indicate 
the presence aad buildup of instabili­
ties , defined in terms of the expected 
operating state of the furnace, in suf­
ficient time to allow for corrective 
measures. Current efforts are aimed to­
ward determining how these waveform char­
acteristics indicate future events. The 
time involved in predictive action is 
necessarily short, and diagnostic equip­
ment for this fast reaction time is not 
available at reasonable cost. . Very-high­
speed integrated circuits now being de­
signed for image processing and analysis
will meet the requirements for reaction
time when they reach the marketplace,
A library of electrical-waveform data 
characteristic of perturbations then 
could allow computer monitoring and auto­
matic control of arc length and supply 
voltage.
DYNAMIC STABILITY
The term "arc stability" is commonly 
used to describe a number of factors, 
which include arc length, voltage and
current waveform characteristics, power 
delivery, arc column geometry, and system 
power characteristics. There are several 
ways of describing stability, including 
the traditional definition of static 
stable equilibrium, A system In static 
stable equilibrium that is perturbed from
3
that state tends to be restored to the 
original state by system forces such as 
gravity. The interpretation of stability 
that is used in this report is based on a 
dynamic definition of stability. A sys­
tem in dynamic equilibrium that is per­
turbed away from the equilibrium state 
space is restored to the original state 
space by dynamic attractors in a dynamic­
ally stable system. A state space is a 
multidimensional volume with the dimen­
sions defined in terms of parameters of 
the system. The dynamic attractors can 
include real forces and pseudoforces 
in the system. In dynamics, the term 
"equilibrium" does not imply either 
static equilibrium or steady state 
Q - 6_).3 Instead, it implies that the 
system oscillates within an envelope 
of states. This envelope of states is 
bounded, and the domain of these states 
defines the volume of stable operation. 
In the case of the electric arc, the 
dimensions would include (but are not 
necessarily limited to) arc length, volt­
age, magnetic field strength, current 
density, ionic specie, current, and the 
rates of change of these variables. 
The operating bounds of the system
(the limits of the domain of excursions 
of the dimensions) will be different, 
depending on the requirements for stabil­
ity. For instance, if the only consider­
ation is to prevent extinction of the 
arc, then the allowable volume of the 
state space of stable operation will be 
larger than if the requirement for opera­
tion Is optimal heat transfer or limited 
circuit noise. As an example, in the 
electric arc, kinks caused by perturba­
tions tend to propagate, causing the arc 
to become extinguished. These kinks can 
be caused by magnetic fields or a mass 
transfer phenomenon In the vicinity of 
the electric arc. If the propagation of 
the kinks is slower than the commutation 
of the arc polarity, then the arc will 
not be extinguished in a half-cycle, even 
though it has been disturbed. This mode 
of operation will appear as a large 
domain for the state space of the arc, 
while not necessarily indicating unstable 
operation. The concept of dynamic stabi­
lity has the potential to describe the 
chaotic behavior of the arc and to give a 
good definition of a stable operating 
state space.
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To determine the necessary digitizing 
rate, initial waveforms were examined 
using a digltal-storage oscilloscope. 
Maximum sample size was limited to 1,024 
points per event. Digitizing rates of 10 
MHz, 1 MHz, and 100 kHz were used for in­
itial screening. Secondary voltages were 
monitored on an operating three-phase 
1-st (short ton) furnace at the Bureau 
of Mines, Albany Research Center. The
^Underlined numbers in parentheses re­
fer to item in the list of references 
preceding the appendixes.
waveforms captured showed repetitive 
events of approximately 6 Hz, 25 kHz, and 
100 kHz superimposed on the 60-Hz car­
rier. The 25~kBz features were most pre­
dominant, and since this is a relatively 
easy range in which to work electronic­
ally, and photography can be taken at 
this frequency, this range was chosen for 
the initial experiments. For the work 
on a single-phase laboratory-scale fur­
nace, a four-channel waveform analyzer 
with a 100-kHz aggregate digitizing rate 
and storage for 16,000 points was chosen. 
Voltage and current waveforms were dig­
itized at 40 to 50 kHz on two chan­
nels during the single-phase experiments.
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For events occurring at rates greater 
than half of the sampling frequency, 
aliasing4 was a possible problem. This 
problem is addressed in appendix A,
Since the high-frequency components 
of the waveforms digitized at 1 MHz 
showed no apparent repetitive nature» 
aliasing at these frequencies over many 
waveforms was considered improbable. 
However, since the range of interest was 
close to the Nyquist frequency (half the 
sampling frequency; see appendix A), a 
30-kHz low-pass filter was used during 
some operations to prevent aliasing. The 
analysis of data was conducted by using a 
microcomputer with a numeric coprocessor. 
Plotting was done on an eight-pen, flat­
bed plotter.
Shunts were used instead of current 
transformers for the single-phase furnace 
and the 1-st furnace in order to avoid 
phase shifts in current readings. Cur­
rent was not monitored during the initial 
tests on the industrial-scale furnace at 
Oregon Steel Mills.
The electronic equipment performed re­
liably during the year of experimenta­
tion. The magnetic fields produced by 
the laboratory-scale and 1-st furnaces 
had very little effect on equipment per­
formance. However, there was occasional 
erasure of disks within 2 i of the bus 
of the laboratory-scale furnace. At the 
industrial-scale furnace during opera­
tion, there was considerable distortion 
in the cathode ray tube (CRT) displays on 
both the controlling microcomputer and on 
the waveform analyzer. This took place 
even though the equipment was more than 
30 m away from the power bus. To obtain 
reliable signals on this furnace, it was 
necessary to shroud the monitoring equip­
ment in grounded aluminum foil. To pre­
vent this problem in future experimenta­
tion, a Faraday cage will be used to 
shield equipment.
4The term "aliasing" refers to the ap­
pearance of a component to be at a lower 
frequency than it really is due to an in­
sufficient sampling speed.
The power supply used for experimental 
work on the single-phase furnace con­
sisted of two single-phase ac welders, in 
parallel. Each had a rated welding cur­
rent of 1,500 A and a load voltage of 
40 V. The primary rated voltage and cur­
rent were 440 V, 170 A single phase. The 
furnace used 7.6-cm-diam graphite elec­
trodes . Initial tests were performed 
with the electrodes arcing to a 35.6-cm- 
diam, 10.2-cm-thick, electrically and 
thermally insulated graphite block
mounted on a rotating platform. Later 
tests were performed using a single elec­
trode arcing to a stationary graphite 
block with the other electrode threaded 
into the block (fig. 1), Tests also were 
performed with a single electrode arc­
ing to a piece of steel inserted in a
317-kg copper block. The other electrode 
was threaded into the copper block.
Thirty-six thermocouples were inserted
in the copper block for calorimetry mea­
surements . The thermocouples were con­
nected to a single-board microcomputer- 
based measurement and control system.
Control of this data acquisition board 
was accomplished by a control program
written in MODULA-2 and run on a micro­
computer. Metered mixtures of argon and 
helium were used to investigate arc
SINGLE-PHASE FURNACE
Waveform C om pu ter  Pr i n t e r  G ra p h i te  b lock
ana lyzer  a r c  ta r g e t
FIGURE 1. - Equipment setup for data acquisition 
from single-phase experimental furnace. The com­
puter controls the printer and waveform analyzer that 
records the voltage and current signaIs. The arc is 
from a single electrode to a stationary graphite block; 
the other electrode is threaded into the block.
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behavior in alternate atmospheres. A 
special enclosure was built to control 
the gas mixtures and flow rates. High­
speed photography was used to photograph 
the arc at speeds up to 44,000 images per 
second. A mirror system was developed to 
allow for photographing orthogonal views 
of the arc for motion analysis.
THREE-PHASE FURNACES 
Bureau of Mines Furnace
Waveform data were obtained from a fur­
nace of 1-st nominal holding capacity, 
located at the Albany Research Center. 
This furnace has a l,200-kV*A three-phase 
transformer. This furnace used 10.16- 
cm-diam graphite electrodes. It had a 
99-cm ID and a refractory width (when 
new) of approximately 22.8 cm. The fur­
nace had four voltage taps at 199, 147, 
115, and 85 V phase to phase. The elec­
trodes were controlled by a balanced-beam 
connector coupled to a balanced-beam 
drive. A 17.8-cm-diam feed hole through 
the top of the furnace allowed for scrap 
charging. The furnace refractory materi­
al was 95 pet magnesite brick, and the 
roof was a refractory ram of 80 pet alu­
mina (A1203). Voltage and current wave­
form data were taken using the waveform 
analyzer. The analyzer was controlled 
with a BASIC computer program that took 
voltage and current waveforms at either 
20- or 60-s intervals. Both phase-to­
phase and electrode-to-bath voltage wave­
forms were obtained. In addition, volt­
age waveforms were obtained by dipping 
the electrodes into the bath in order to 
determine the internal reactance of the 
arc circuit without the arc. Two two- 
channel voltage isolators with a 20-MHz 
band width were used to allow for safe 
measurements of voltage and current.
Oregon Steel Mills Furnace
The industrial steel furnace at Oregon 
Steel Mills (OSM) is an 87-st-nominal- 
capacity furnace. The furnace is rated
at 33.3 MV*A, with 23 kV primary. The 
furnace has 50.8-cm-diam electrodes. 
The voltage taps have nominal values
of 470, 430, 350, 294, 271, and 248 V.
The power output is 28 to 30 MW,
with a power factor range of 0.77 to
0.71.
Energy consumption ranged from 520
to 600 kW*h/st of steel melted. The mon­
itoring equipment was essentially the 
same as that used for the furnace
described previously and is shown in
figure 2.
METERING
Standard metering of electric furnaces 
uses root mean square (RMS) measurements 
for determining operating conditions. 
From the derivation of RMS metering
(appendix B), it can be seen that only 
sinusoidal signals are accurately de­
scribed by normal pivot coil-type RMS 
meters. In the waveforms observed in 
this work and in the observations of 
others (_7-_9), sinusoidal waveforms are 
the exception rather than the rule. In 
the single-phase furnace, the observed 
voltages more closely approximated square 
waves (fig. 3), and the current waveforms
W av e f o r m  C o m p u t e r  Pr in te r
an a l y z er
FIGURE 2. - Equipment setup for data acquisition 
from three-phase industrial furnaces.
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T IM E , x 6 .67  fj.s
FIGURE 3. - Single-phase voltage from air arc using 
7.6-cm-diam graphite electrodes with 2.5-cm-diam, 2.2- 
cm-long solid buttons machined on tip  of electrodes. 
The arc target was a rotating 30.5-cm-diam graphite 
block.
FIGURE 4. • Single-phase current taken under same 
conditions as figure 3, but 2.5*cm button had 3.2-mm 
center Hole drilled 3 .8  cmdeep in electrode tip. A sine 
wave is shown for comparison.
FIGURE 5 » - Three simultaneous voltages taken from 
Oregon Steel M ill’s KT industrial furnace. These were 
of a long arc using tap one.
deviated from sinusoidal behavior as 
shown in figure 4, where a sine wave 
is superimposed for comparison. For the 
three-phase signals observed, the waves 
deviated from sine waves as shown in 
figure 5. Figure 5 shews the simultane­
ous voltages taken from OSM’s 87-st fur­
nace. The traditional metering methods 
in use for both monitoring and control of 
these furnaces did not have the dynamic 
response necessary for efficient inter­
pretation of events occurring in the fur­
nace. Typical operational criteria such 
as power factor did little to indicate 
the operational characteristics of a 
furnace. (See appendix C.) With the de­
creasing cost of high-speed digitizing 
equipment and computers, it will soon be 
possible to follow furnace waveforms in 
real-time and make control decisions 
based upon actual signal information. As 
can be seen from the figures of the wave­
forms, these signals contain much infor­
mation that is obscured by averaging the 
waveforms in meters. The waveforms con­
tain path-dependent information that is 
obliterated by the state description of 
an RMS value. This occurs even if the 
meter correctly reads the RMS value. The 
signal signatures are expected to yield 
predictive precursors to events such as 
arc extinguishing. Based on these pre­
dictive precursors, decisions can be made 
by real-time computer programs to take 
preventative measures in furnace control 
and thereby improve arc stability.
PROBLEMS WITH FOURIER ANALYSIS
Fourier analysis, which serves as a 
mainstream method in waveform analysis, 
has limited value in the understand­
ing of transient events in the elec­
tric arc. One of the reasons for this 
is that the arc is a contingently non­
linear phenomenon with short-duratlon 
events changing the nature of each 
half-cycle, as shown in figure 5 (10). 
Contingently nonlinear means that the 
present state of the system is contin­
gent upon its prior states and the
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behavior is nonlinear» In the electric 
arc circuit, the electrical conductance 
of the arc column increases as the 
current increases because the higher 
current causes higher temperatures and 
therefore higher electron population and 
mobility* As an example, the differen­
tial equation used in many cases to de­
scribe the circuit is nonlinear (_7) (see 
appendix D);
V « IR( 1,1) + L ^  _ (1)
where V = voltage, V,
I = current, A,
R - resistance, fi,
1 = path length, cm,
L = inductance, tt,
and ^7 = differential of current
with respect to time, A/s.
The solution of this equation is not 
trivial, even with a well-behaved current 
(I) and a well-defined R(I,1). In an
actual arc, the equation is complicated 
by rapid changes in path length (1), and 
no analytical solution presently is 
known. In the studies of arcs using
the techniques described in this re­
port , the values of I and V were measured 
over short intervals with respect to a 
half-cycle. From that, inferences of the 
other circuit parameters can be made. 
The waveforms from these complicated in­
teractions do not yield to conventional
methods of analysis such as the stan­
dard electrical engineering transforms, 
Fourier series can be used to describe 
any periodic function that is well be­
haved to an arbitrary precision. This 
description can be used to predict the 
response of a linear electrical network 
to the waveform, but the description does 
nothing to explain the processes involved 
in the arc. This distinction between 
description and explanation is important 
in that the system can be described, but 
this description has no predictive value.
FIGURE 6. - Repetitive events common to positive 
or negative side of cycles of voltage waveform. For 
example, notice the in itia l spike, A , on the positive 
half-cycles; the rapid decay, B; and the "Ringing”  
showing the rapid fluctuations in the arc. Event C 
illustrates the rapid fa il from positive to negative. 
This waveform was taken from the experimental fur« 
nace with an atmosphere of 94 pet He and 6 pet Ar.
The numerical methods used to identify 
characteristics of the actual waveforms 
and to correlate them with the phenomena 
in the arc have the potential to both 
describe and explain the events in the 
arc.
Another problem in applying Fourier an­
alysis to an arc waveform is that the 
waveform is made up of discrete events 
taking place at well-defined positions in 
the waveform. These events have a period 
equal to that of the arc cycle. However, 
the events have an internal structure 
with characteristic frequencies of their 
own that do not extend beyond their 
domain in the half-cycle. In a voltage 
waveform from the experimental single­
phase furnace, event A in figure 6 illus­
trates the initial voltage spike on the 
positive half-cycle. Event B shows the 
rapid decay of the initial spike. Rapid 
fluctuations in the arc are shown in 
the area of "Ringing," Event C is the 
rapid fall from positive to negative.
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The cycle is reversed on the negative 
half-cycle with a smaller initial spike. 
This superposition of repetitive dis­
crete events causes problems in Fourier 
analysis (11).
ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
Digital methods were developed to 
analyze the electric arc waveforms with­
out relying on analytical linear-analysis 
techniques. The waveforms were firs,t 
treated as mathematical objects with 
a range of operations defined for the 
waveform types. These objects were data 
types defined as arrays of real num­
bers with descriptive attributes such as 
equipment-related information and the 
conditions under which the experimen­
tation was performed. These attributes 
then were transformed in relation to the 
operations performed on the array. For 
instance, if a voltage waveform is multi­
plied by a current waveform, the units of 
volts in one waveform and the units of 
amperes in the other waveform transform 
into watts in the resultant waveform. On 
the other hand, if an attribute is the 
test number, no transformation takes 
place. The initial operations defined 
for these waveform types were addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, division, 
differentiation, and integration. From 
these primitive operations, more compli­
cated analysis procedures were relatively 
easy to build. There are advantages in 
viewing a waveform as an object and 
applying these standard operations to it. 
Equations such as 1 can be solved easily 
for a resultant object, which then can 
be decomposed into portions that can 
be treated statistically using existing 
statistical analysis packages for regres­
sion and error analysis.
The next step in waveform analysis was 
to produce procedures to separate the 
waveforms into similar events such as 
positive half-cycles or zero crossings. 
These procedures used standard array- 
handling-techniques. These portions of 
the waveform then could be analyzed sta­
tistically for trends and predicted 
behavior. The need for decomposing the 
waveforms into small portions results 
from the observation that discrete events
take place throughout the waveform, as 
previously shown in figure 6.
These events are of short duration 
and, in some cases, appear in only the 
positive or negative half-cycle. Visual 
representatioh of these objects through 
high-resolution plotting was another key 
analysis tool. Close scrutiny of ‘these 
waveforms and their operationally trans­
formed objects yielded insight into 
the events taking place in the arc. From 
the visual observations of these plots, 
other necessary analysis tools, such 
as waveform segmentation programs, 
were identified and produced. Scatter­
grams of voltage versus current were 
used to investigate the response curves 
of the waveforms. From these response 
curves, the characteristics of the cir­
cuit with and without an arc can be 
compared.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR ANALYSIS 
OF WAVEFORMS
It was necessary to develop several 
computer programs in order to analyze the 
voltage and current waveforms taken with 
the waveform analyzer. The FORTRAN pro­
grams written to date can manipulate the 
data, plot the waveforms, and produce 
scattergrams of voltage versus current. 
The programs to manipulate the data can 
do the following:
1. Add, subtract, multiply, or divide 
the waveforms by a constant.
2. Add, subtract, multiply, or divide 
two waveforms.
3. Differentiate or integrate waveforms.
The differential program is illustrated 
in figure 7. Notice the zero crossover 
points on the current and the correspond­
ing peaks shown on the differential.
Using conservation of charge, Ij + I2 + 
I3 = 0, for a three-phase circuit, two 
currents can be monitored and the 
third current calculated. Unfortunately, 
the same method cannot be used in measur­
ing voltages since there is no conserva­
tion law involved.
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' TIME, x 6,67 fis
FIGURE 7. - A current waveform from experimental 
furnace and its differential token under same opera­
tional conditions as figure 6. Note the zero cross­
over points on the current waveform and the corre­
sponding peaks on the differential of the waveform.
5  - 2 5 -----------------1--------------- ;--------------- 1--------------- 1---------------CL 0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000
TIME, x 6.67 yu.s
FIGURE 8. - Voltage, current, and power taken from 
experimenta I furnace under same cond itions as figure 6.
Programs have been written that plot 
voltage, current, and power from the 
single-phase (fig. 8), and voltages and 
currents from the three-phase industrial 
furnaces. These plots can represent the 
entire waveform or any number of cycles 
taken from the waveform to be used for 
detailed analysis. Figure 9 plots the
TIME, x 1.67 fj.s ..
FIGURE 9, - F irst half-cycle of voltage waveform 
from figure 8.
TIME, x 6.67 fj.s
FIGURE 10» - Voltage and current waveforms taken 
from experimental furnace while short-circuited through 
shunt composed of 10-w t-pct-Na2C03-solution.
first half-cycle of the single-phase 
voltage shown in figure 8. The scatter­
gram program is used to show the rela­
tionship between voltage and current 
signals in electric arc furnaces. Fig­
ure 10 shows voltage and current taken 
from the experimental furnace when short 
circuited through a shunt composed of a 
10-wt-pct-Na2C03 solution. This was done 
to characterize transformer performance 
at high current without an arc in the 
circuit. Figure 11 is the scattergram of 
this set of voltage and current waveforms 
showing the linearity of the system with
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FIGURE 11. - Scattergram of figure 10 showing lin­
earity of system.
no arc by the diagonal scatter line 
crossing through the origin. But scat­
tergrams of voltages and currents taken 
during an electric arc furnace run show a 
rapid change in voltage with relation to 
the initial current, and then a much 
smaller change in voltage with respect 
to current after the current reaches 
a threshold value. This indicates that 
there is an initial, rapid, potential 
increase as the circuit is made during 
each commutation of the voltage, then a
FIGURE 12. - Typical voltage and current wave­
forms taken from experimental furnace during arc 
run in 94 pet He and 6 pet Ar,
gradual change in potential as the cur­
rent rises and falls in the cycles. 
Figure 12 illustrates a typical voltage 
and current waveform taken during an ex­
perimental arc furnace run. The experi­
mental setup used only a single trans­
former with a furnace atmosphere of 
94 pet He and 6 pet Ar, The arcing elec­
trode, with a diameter of 7.6 cm, was 
tipped with a 2.5-cm-diam and 2.2-cm-long 
solid button. The other electrode was
screwed into the stationary graphite 
block arc target. Figure 13 is the scat­
tergram of this set of waveforms show­
ing the nonlinearity of the arc system. 
Other scattergrams of rapidly fluctuating 












FIGURE 13, - Seattergram of figure 12 illustrating 
nonlinearity of waveforms.
Linear regression also is used on the 
voltage and current waveforms to solve 
for R and L  in equation 1, if the equa­
tion is solved by using small regions
of AI. The regions of AI were chosen as 
approximately 1/20 of a half-cycle. This 
assumes that within these regions both I 
and 1 are constant, thus R(I,1) = R for a 
short time interval, and the equation can 
be written











tion of the differential 
of current with respect to 
time, A/jis.
The differential is calculated using the 
central difference theorem (12). As ex­
plained in appendix P» this solution for 
R and L is useful for circuit description 
only and has no fundamental relationship 




The electronics show that the frequency 
range chosen for these experiments (0 to
25,000 Hz) contains a wealth of inform­
ation on arc behavior. Individual events 
such as initiation, commutation, and 
motion take place on time scales of more 
than one sample period. The events oc­
curring in this range include most of the 
macroscopic fluctuations that cause 
enough feedback to affect overall furnace 
performance. The motion of molten sur­
faces, which causes changes in arc 
length, is constrained to velocities that 
allow only minor displacement within the 
20-ps sampling period for two channels of 
50-kHz data. These events are visible in
the waveforms. Computer programs have 
been developed or purchased to manipulate 
the sampled waveforms for meaningful 
analysis. Initial analysis of high-speed 
photographs show the plasma jets from 
the electrodes and surfaces moving at 
speeds less than 200 m/s, which Indicates 
that the motion of the jet takes place 
in a time period comparable to the 
sampling period of the waveforms. There 
are faster phenomena that take place in 
the arc such as electron gyration and 
vibrational modes of resonance, but they 
are not observable at the frequency range 
investigated in these experiments.
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CONCLUSIONS
Equipment for high-speed data acquisi­
tion is readily available to obtain re­
liable information on electric arc fur­
nace performance on an Instantaneous 
basis. Unfortunately, the computer sys­
tems available that can reduce these data 
and make control decisions in real-time 
(one half-cycle or 8 ms) are expensive. 
These systems, however, are rapidly de­
creasing in cost, and single-chip array 
processors are expected very soon. The 
major advantage of real-time control from 
instantaneous data is that unambiguous 
interpretation of electrical events oc­
curring in the arc is possible. Present 
control systems are reacting to problems 
rather than acting to prevent them.
The RMS information currently used for 
control has lost the ability to antici­
pate furnace changes by obscuring the in­
formation contained in the waveforms. 
Ambiguous interpretation of RMS data is 
possible because many different waveforms 
can cause the same RMS reading. Inter­
pretation of instantaneous events and 
subsequent remedial action based upon 
historical waveform signatures have the 
potential to reduce power consumption, 
reduce both electrical and acoustic oper­
ating noise, and reduce charge melt time. 
Other possible benefits are reduced elec­
trode consumption and improved refractory 
life by limiting the arc plasma motion
<11) •
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Aliasing is the process whereby sam­
pling at a rate that is too slow shows a 
high-frequency signal as a lower fre­
quency signal. This occurs when a high- 
frequency component shares sample points 
with a lower frequency component, as 
shown in figure A - l .  This figure shows 
the high-frequency signal (solid wave) 
and the shared points (vertical 
lines) with the lower frequency alias 
(dashed wave). The frequency of half the
TIM E , x 13.33 /is
FIGURE A - l .  - Sine wave with aliased (dashed), 
lower frequency wave within sine wave.
sampling frequency is known as the 
Nyquist or folding frequency ( 1 1 ) ,  Any 
components with frequencies higher than 
the Nyquist frequency are mapped into the 
frequency range below the Nyquist fre­
quency, Since events with frequencies 
greater than the sampling rate of the 
waveform analyzers used are known to 
exist in the arcs from earlier measure­
ments using a 10-MHz scope, the question 
becomes one of how much of an effect will 
this have on the waveform analysis. Ob­
servations of many waveforms at 1 MHz in­
dicated that the faster events are not 
absolutely frequency stable and therefore 
tend to drift over a waveform. They also 
are not present in all samples or in all 
regions of the waveform. This is ex­
pected since the arc is a combination of 
discrete events and not a continuous 
single event. For these initial measure­
ments, it was decided to concentrate on 
the lower frequency events, and therefore 
a low-pass filter with a 30-kHz band pass 
was selected to limit aliasing in the 
frequency range of Interest.
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APPENDIX, B.— MEASURING RMS, TRMS, AVERAGE, AND ABSOLUTE AVERAGE-VOLTAGES 
For any periodic function Y(+) with a period x the average value is given by
Y ( t ) d t ( B— 1 )
0
As an example, a waveform of the forra 'V = V0sin(w.t) has. an average value of
(a v ) V ° 2 n
2 t t / u




This should be apparent since the sine function is- symmetric with respect to- the t 
axis, and therefore values greater than zero are canceled by values less than zero. 
To avoid this zeroing of symmetric functions and to give, an idea of effective values, 
the RMS operation is applied. The RMS value of a function Y ) with a period t is 
given by
( R M S ) T (Y(+)) dt
1 / 2 (B-3)
Again, using the waveform V = VQsin((i)t) as an example, the RMS value is
Vo w2u sin2(wt) dt
0
1 / 2 (1/2 )
0.707 V0- (B-4)
In general, most meters are designed to read this RMS value for sinusoidal signals. 
If the meter measures the RMS value as defined in equation B-3, this is the true root 
mean square (TRMS) value. However, many meters measure the average voltage and then 
correct that reading to RMS. The correction value used is the ratio of the absolute 
average of a sine signal and the RMS sine value. The absolute average is obtained by 
taking the integral of equation B-2 and integrating over only a half-cycle. This 
yields
V ( abs  a v )  ~ Vo> ( B - 5 )
and the correction (cor) for average response meters is
cor v ( R M S )
 ̂ ( a bs a v ) ( £ ) 1/2 1. 11. (B-6)
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When measuring a square voltage waveform, an average meter will respond by multi­
plying the average absolute voltage for a cycle by 1.11, which will be 11 pet higher 
than the actual average value and the TRMS value. Other meters measure the peak 
voltage and assume a sine wave input. They then correct for the peak measurement by 
multiplying by 0.707, which in the case of the square wave is almost 30 pet lower 
than the true average or TRMS value.
For more complicated, rapidly varying functions, the response of the meter is fur­
ther limited by the electrical characteristics of the meter such as crest factor and 
band width. Crest factor is the ratio of the peak measurable value to the RMS value. 
This specifies the useful dynamic response range of a meter. For waveforms on elec­
tric furnaces, crest factors greater than four would be necessary, although most 
meters have a crest factor of less than two.
Instrument band width is also important, and most industrial meters have a band 
pass limited to less than 1 kHz. These low band-pass meters also have slow rise 
times. Both of these factors lead to underestimation of the applied voltage. Even 
for relatively well-behaved systems, these problems can be significant (jj, 14).
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Power is the product of instantaneous voltage and instantaneous current in units of
watts. Power factor (pf) is defined as the ratio of the average absolute power to
the apparent or RMS power.
pf = l(abs a v )V (abs ay.)_ (c_1}
1 < RMS) " ( RMS) •
For sinusoidal signals, the displacement of current from voltage due to reactance 
yields
V = V0cos(cot) , (C-2)
I = I0cos(tot - <j>), (C-3)
and P = V0locos( <5t)cos (wt -<(>) = —|-° [cos( 4>) + cos(2ut - (j>)], (C-4)
where u = angular velocity, 
and (p = phase angle.
For average power, the term cos(2wt - <j>) yields zero value, therefore ,
P<av> = cos($). (C-5)
V XAs shown in appendix B, V <RMS) = I(RMS) = f
therefore P ( rms ) = (C-6)
and pf = cos( <j>). (C-7)
Another measure of power commonly used in quadrature power (Q), defined as
Q = V(RMS) I(RMS)sin(if>). (C-8)
The units of quadrature power are volt-ampere reactive (VAR), and it is mentioned
here for completeness.
APPENDIX C.— POWER FACTOR
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When monitoring power on the secondary circuit of a transformer used to supply an 
electric arc furnace, the voltage and current can be far from sinusoidal. As an ex­
ample, let us use a square voltage waveform and a sinusoidal current waveform with 
zero phase-angle displacement between the two. (This is the approximate case ob­
served in the single-phase work.)
P ( a v )  = 0*637 V0I0, (C-9)
and P ( RMS) = 0.707 V0I0. (C-10)
This assumes that the meters actually read the true values for these calculations, 
which, as shown in appendix B ,  is doubtful. This leads to a power factor of 0.900, 
which is interpreted as a phase displacement of 26° inductive. In actuality, there 
was no phase displacement between the voltage and current by the definition of the 
situation. This shows that power factor can be misleading if it is viewed in a tra­
ditional sinusoidal sense.
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APPENDIX D.—-ELECTRIC ARC CONDUCTANCE
Equation 1 of the main text is a sim­
plified way of viewing the complicated 
phenomena of an electric arc circuit. 
The terms involved are convenient from an 
electrical engineering point of view but 
do not reflect the fundamental events 
within the arc. The symbol for induct­
ance, L, refers to a property of the cir­
cuitry other than the arc (7). The arc 
itself is considered nonreactive. Re­
sistance, R( 1,1), of the circuit includes 
a resistive component of the hardware and 
a resistive component of the arc. This 
resistance is not only a function of the 
current as expressed, but also a function 
of arc geometry, ambient conditions, gas 
atmosphere, and other variables. In the 
case of the arc, it is more proper 
to speak in terms of a conductance in 
the arc column as defined by Ohm's law 
(8, .15-16):'
Paschkis and Persson (7) used a con­
stant voltage drop to approximate the arc 
electrical behavior, since at high cur­
rents , the voltage drop is almost in­
dependent of current. At constant high 
current, the voltage drop is more depend­
ent on arc length. For RMS or average 
information, or in the case of a dc arc, 
this is a good assumption. This assump­
tion, however, obscures the instantaneous 
phenomena taking place within each cycle. 
As can be seen from the scattergram in 
figure 13, the V/I characteristics of the 
experimental single-phase system are typ­
ical of arcs (7-8).
In the flat region of the figure, the 
voltage is only slightly increasing with 
current. However, there is a rapid in­
crease in voltage during commutation, as 
can be seen in the values of the voltage 
waveforms such as in figure 6. This 
transient has a pronounced effect on the 
initial portion of each half-cycle.
The assumption of constant voltage drop 
also ignores the fact that initiation po­
tential is different when the arc is 
struck from graphite to metal than when 
the arc is struck from metal to graphite. 
This further complicates the form of the 
arc potential equation. Because of these 
complications, equation 1 is useful as a 
circuit analysis tool only and does noth­
ing to describe occurrences in the arc. 
A more fundamental approach (15-16) is 
presently restricted to limited numerical 
solutions, with many artificial restric­
tions on the boundary conditions and sim­
plifications of assumed conditions. Some 
of these restrictions and assumptions in­
clude local thermodynamic equilibrium 
(LTE), optically thin plasma, parametric 
description of the cathode and anode 
spots, one temperature model, axial sym­
metry, and limited ambipolar diffusion 
(17). Slow progress is being made on 
better models. The models that exist are 
useful in simple cases, and the elec­
trical engineering approach is useful in 
describing the general operating state of 
the linear electrical equipment in the 
arc furnace system. At the present time, 
neither of these approaches can be used 
reliably in predictive control systems.
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